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DFGINNOU FONDUING FONDUE, to cook in pot of melted cheese [v] 

DFGINNOU FOUNDING FOUND, FIND, to come upon after search [v] 

 

DGGGINRU DRUGGING DRUG, to affect with drug (medicinal substance) [v] 

DGGGINRU GRUDGING GRUDGE, to be unwilling to give or admit [v] 

 

DGGIILNR GIRDLING GIRDLE, to encircle with belt [v] 

DGGIILNR RIDGLING male animal with undescended testicles [n -S] 

 

DGGILNOS GODLINGS GODLING, lesser god [n] 

DGGILNOS LODGINGS LODGING, temporary place to live [n] 

 

DGIILNNY INDIGNLY INDIGN, disgraceful [adv] 

DGIILNNY LINDYING LINDY, to perform fast, lively dance [v] 

 

DGILLNOR DROLLING DROLL, to jest (to joke (to say something amusing)) [v] 

DGILLNOR LORDLING young or unimportant lord [n -S] 

 

DGINNORU INGROUND built into ground [adj] 

DGINNORU ROUNDING ROUND, to make round [v] 

 

DGINNOSU SOUNDING sampling of opinions [n -S] / SOUND, to make sound (something that stimulates auditory receptors) [v] 

DGINNOSU UNDOINGS UNDOING, cause of ruin [n] 

 

DGINORSW DROWSING DROWSE, to doze (to sleep lightly) [v] 

DGINORSW WORDINGS WORDING, act or style of expressing in words [n] 

 

DHIMORSU HUMIDORS HUMIDOR, cigar case [n] 

DHIMORSU RHODIUMS RHODIUM, metallic element [n] 

 

DHIORSTY THYROIDS THYROID, endocrine gland [n] 

DHIORSTY THYRSOID THYRSUS, type of flower cluster [adj] 

 

DIILNOTU DILUTION act of diluting (to thin or reduce concentration of) [n -S] 

DIILNOTU TOLUIDIN amine (type of chemical compound) [n -S] 

 

DLNOOSWW LOWDOWNS LOWDOWN, whole truth [n] 

DLNOOSWW SLOWDOWN lessening of pace [n -S] 

 

DMOOORWW WOODWORM wood-boring worm [n -S] 

DMOOORWW WORMWOOD European herb [n -S] 

 

DNNORTUW DOWNTURN downward turn [n -S] 

DNNORTUW TURNDOWN rejection [n -S] 
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DOOOPRST DOORPOST doorjamb (vertical piece at side of doorway) [n -S] 

DOOOPRST DOORSTOP object used for holding door open [n -S] 

 

DOOPRSTU DROPOUTS DROPOUT, one who quits school prematurely [n] 

DOOPRSTU OUTDROPS OUTDROP, to surpass in dropping [v] 

 

EEEGNRRS REGREENS REGREEN, to green again [v] 

EEEGNRRS RENEGERS RENEGER, one that reneges (to fail to carry out promise or commitment) [n] 

 

EEEGRRST GREETERS GREETER, one that greets (to address in friendly and courteous way) [n] 

EEEGRRST REGREETS REGREET, to greet in return [v] 

 

EEEHPRSS HERPESES HERPES, skin infection [n] 

EEEHPRSS PHERESES PHERESIS, withdrawal of blood from donor, removing some components, and returning remaining blood to donor [n] 

 

EEEHRSST SHEEREST SHEER, of very thin texture [adj] 

EEEHRSST SHEETERS SHEETER, one that sheets (to cover with sheet (thin, rectangular piece of material)) [n] 

 

EEEILNST ENLISTEE one that is enlisted [n -S] 

EEEILNST SELENITE variety of gypsum [n -S] 

 

EEEINNRT INTERNEE one who has been interned [n -S] 

EEEINNRT RETINENE pigment in retina [n -S] 

 

EEEINRSS EERINESS state of being eerie (weird (mysteriously strange)) [n -ES] 

EEEINRSS ESERINES ESERINE, toxic alkaloid [n] 

 

EEEINRST ETERNISE to eternize (to make everlasting) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EEEINRST TEENSIER TEENSY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

 

EEEINSTW TWEENIES TWEENIE, person not yet teenager [n] / TWEENY, housemaid [n] 

EEEINSTW WEENIEST WEENY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

 

EEEIPSST EPEEISTS EPEEIST, one who fences with epee [n] 

EEEIPSST SEEPIEST SEEPY, soaked or oozing with water [adj] 

 

EEEIRRVW REREVIEW to review again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EEEIRRVW REVIEWER one that reviews (to view again) [n -S] 

 

EEEKMRSS KERMESES KERMES, red dye [n] 

EEEKMRSS KERMESSE kermis (festival (day or time of celebration)) [n -S] 

 

EEEKRSST KEESTERS KEESTER, keister (buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump)) [n] 

EEEKRSST SKEETERS SKEETER, skeet shooter [n] 
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EEELPRSS PEERLESS having no equal [adj] 

EEELPRSS SLEEPERS SLEEPER, one that sleeps (to be in natural, periodic state of rest) [n] 

 

EEELRRTT LETTERER one that letters (to mark with letters (written symbols representing speech sounds)) [n -S] 

EEELRRTT RELETTER to letter again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

EEELRSTV LEVERETS LEVERET, young hare [n] 

EEELRSTV VERSELET short group of lines that form unit in poem or song [n -S] 

 

EEEMPRRT RETEMPER to temper again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EEEMPRRT TEMPERER one that tempers (to moderate by adding counterbalancing agent) [n -S] 

 

EEENRSUV REVENUES REVENUE, income of government [n] 

EEENRSUV UNREEVES UNREEVE, to withdraw rope from opening [v] 

 

EEENSSTW SWEETENS SWEETEN, to make sweet [v] 

EEENSSTW TWEENESS state of being twee (affectedly cute or dainty) [n -ES] 

 

EEEPRRSV PERVERSE willfully deviating from desired or expected conduct [adj] 

EEEPRRSV PRESERVE to keep free from harm or danger [v -D, -VING, -S] 

 

EEERRSSV RESERVES RESERVE, to keep back for future use [v] 

EEERRSSV REVERSES REVERSE, to turn or move in opposite direction [v] 

 

EEERSTTW RETWEETS RETWEET, to tweet message again [v]   

EEERSTTW TWEETERS TWEETER, loudspeaker designed to reproduce high-pitched sounds [n] 

 

EEFFORRS OFFERERS OFFERER, one that offers (to present for acceptance or rejection) [n] 

EEFFORRS REOFFERS REOFFER, to offer for public sale [v] 

 

EEFHRSST FRESHEST FRESH, new (existing only short time) [adj] 

EEFHRSST FRESHETS FRESHET, sudden overflow of stream [n] 

 

EEFILNOS FELONIES FELONY, grave crime [n] 

EEFILNOS OLEFINES OLEFINE, olefin (alkene (type of chemical compound)) [n] 

 

EEFILRRT FILTERER one that filters (to pass through filter (device for removing suspended matter)) [n -S] 

EEFILRRT REFILTER to filter again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

EEFINRST FERNIEST FERNY, abounding in ferns [adj] 

EEFINRST INFESTER one that infests (to overrun in large numbers) [n -S] 

 

EEFLORRW FLOWERER plant that flowers at certain time [n -S] 

EEFLORRW REFLOWER to flower again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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EEFLRSUX FLEXURES FLEXURE, act of bending (to curve (to deviate from straightness)) [n] 

EEFLRSUX REFLUXES REFLUX, to cause to flow back [v] 

 

EEFNORST RESOFTEN to soften again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EEFNORST SOFTENER one that softens (to make soft) [n -S] 

 

EEGGINNR GREENING variety of apple [n -S] / GREEN, to become green [v] 

EEGGINNR RENEGING RENEGE, to fail to carry out promise or commitment [v] 

 

EEGHINST SEETHING SEETHE, to surge or foam as if boiling [v] 

EEGHINST SHEETING material in form of sheets [n -S] / SHEET, to cover with sheet (thin, rectangular piece of material) [v] 

 

EEGHIRSW REWEIGHS REWEIGH, to weigh again [v] 

EEGHIRSW WEIGHERS WEIGHER, one that weighs (to determine weight of) [n] 

 

EEGIINRT REIGNITE to ignite again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EEGIINRT RETIEING RETIE, to tie again [v] 

 

EEGILNRV LEVERING LEVER, to move with lever (rigid body used to lift weight) [v] 

EEGILNRV REVELING REVEL, to engage in revelry [v] 

 

EEGILOSU EULOGIES EULOGY, formal expression of high praise [n] 

EEGILOSU EULOGISE to eulogize (to praise highly) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

 

EEGIMMRS GREMMIES GREMMIE, inexperienced surfer [n] / GREMMY [n] 

EEGIMMRS IMMERGES IMMERGE, to immerse (to plunge into liquid) [v] 

 

EEGIMNRT METERING METER, to measure by mechanical means [v] 

EEGIMNRT REGIMENT to form into military units [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

EEGINNSU INGENUES INGENUE, naive young woman [n] 

EEGINNSU UNSEEING UNSEE, to forget seeing [v] 

 

EEGINPSW SWEEPING act of one that sweeps [n -S] / SWEEP, to clear or clean with brush or broom [v] 

EEGINPSW WEEPINGS WEEPING, act of one that weeps [n] 

 

EEGINRSW RESEWING RESEW, to sew again [v] 

EEGINRSW SEWERING SEWER, to clean or maintain sewers (underground conduits for waste) [v] 

 

EEGIRSTT GRISETTE young French working-class girl [n -S] 

EEGIRSTT TERGITES TERGITE, tergum (back part of segment of arthropod) [n] 

 

EEHILLRS HELLERIS HELLERI, tropical fish [n] 

EEHILLRS SHELLIER SHELLY, abounding in seashells [adj] 
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EEHILRSS HEIRLESS having no inheritors [adj] 

EEHILRSS RELISHES RELISH, to enjoy (to receive pleasure from) [v] 

 

EEHILSST SHEITELS SHEITEL, wig worn by married Jewish woman [n] 

EEHILSST SHELTIES SHELTIE, small, shaggy pony [n] / SHELTY [n] 

 

EEHINNQU HENEQUIN henequen (fiber used to make ropes) [n -S] 

EEHINNQU HENIQUEN henequen (fiber used to make ropes) [n -S] 

 

EEHINPRT NEPHRITE mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

EEHINPRT TREPHINE to operate on with surgical saw [v -D, -NING, -S] 

 

EEHIPRRS PERISHER annoying person [n -S] 

EEHIPRRS SPHERIER SPHERY, resembling sphere [adj] 

 

EEHIPRSS PERISHES PERISH, to die (to cease living) [v] 

EEHIPRSS PHERESIS withdrawal of blood from donor, removing some components, and returning remaining blood to donor [n -SES] 

 

EEHIPSTT EPITHETS EPITHET, term used to characterize person or thing [n] 

EEHIPSTT TIPSHEET publication with tips for betting on races or investing in stocks [n -S] 

 

EEHISSST ESTHESIS esthesia (ability to receive sensation) [n -SES, -ES] 

EEHISSST HESSITES HESSITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

 

EEHORRSW RESHOWER to shower again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EEHORRSW SHOWERER one that showers (to bathe in spray of water) [n -S] 

 

EEIINNST EINSTEIN very intelligent person [n -S] 

EEIINNST NINETIES NINETY, number [n] 

 

EEIINRTT INTERTIE type of electrical connection [n -S] 

EEIINRTT RETINITE fossil resin [n -S] 

 

EEIINSTV INVITEES INVITEE, one that is invited [n] 

EEIINSTV VEINIEST VEINY, full of veins [adj] 

 

EEIKLPST SPIKELET type of flower cluster [n -S] 

EEIKLPST STEPLIKE resembling stair (rest for foot used in going from one level to another) [adj] 

 

EEIKRSST KEISTERS KEISTER, buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump) [n] 

EEIKRSST KIESTERS KIESTER, keister (buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump)) [n] 

 

EEILLPSS ELLIPSES ELLIPSE, type of plane curve [n] / ELLIPSIS, omission of word or words in sentence [n] 

EEILLPSS PILELESS not having raised surface of yarn [adj] 
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EEILMNRU LEMURINE pertaining to lemur (arboreal mammal related to monkeys) [adj] 

EEILMNRU RELUMINE to relume (to light again) [v -D, -NING, -S] 

 

EEILNPST PENLITES PENLITE, penlight (small flashlight) [n] 

EEILNPST PLENTIES PLENTY, sufficient or abundant amount [n] 

 

EEILNRSV LIVENERS LIVENER, one that livens (to make lively) [n] 

EEILNRSV SNIVELER one that snivels (to cry or whine with sniffling) [n -S] 

 

EEILNRTY ENTIRELY completely (in complete (having all necessary parts) manner) [adv] 

EEILNRTY LIENTERY form of diarrhea [n -RIES] 

 

EEILNSST LITENESS state of being lite (lacking in substance) [n -ES] 

EEILNSST SETLINES SETLINE, strong fishing line [n] 

 

EEILRSST LEISTERS LEISTER, to spear with three-pronged fishing implement [v] 

EEILRSST TIRELESS seemingly incapable of tiring [adj] 

 

EEILSSTX EXITLESS lacking way out [adj] 

EEILSSTX SEXTILES SEXTILE, position of two celestial bodies when they are sixty degrees apart [n] 

 

EEIMMORS MEMORIES MEMORY, mental faculty of retaining and recalling past experience [n] 

EEIMMORS MEMORISE to memorize (to commit to memory) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

 

EEIMMRST MERISTEM formative plant tissue [n -S] 

EEIMMRST STEMMIER STEMMY, abounding in stems [adj] 

 

EEIMNORV OVERMINE to mine to excess [v -D, -NING, -S] 

EEIMNORV VOMERINE VOMER, bone of skull [adj] 

 

EEIMNOST MONETISE to monetize (to coin into money) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EEIMNOST SEMITONE type of musical tone [n -S] 

 

EEIMNOTZ MONETIZE to coin into money [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

EEIMNOTZ ZONETIME standard time used at sea [n -S] 

 

EEIMOPST EPISTOME structure covering mouth of various invertebrates [n -S] 

EEIMOPST EPITOMES EPITOME, typical or ideal example [n] 

 

EEIMPRRS PREMIERS PREMIER, prime minister [n] 

EEIMPRRS SIMPERER one that simpers (to smile in silly manner) [n -S] 

 

EEIMRRTT REMITTER one that remits (to send money in payment) [n -S] 

EEIMRRTT TRIMETER verse of three metrical feet [n -S] 
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EEIMRSTT EMITTERS EMITTER, one that emits (to send forth) [n] 

EEIMRSTT TERMITES TERMITE, insect resembling ant [n] 

 

EEIMSSST MESSIEST MESSY, dirty or untidy [adj] 

EEIMSSST METISSES METISSE, female metis [n] 

 

EEINNRST INTENSER INTENSE, existing in extreme degree [adj] 

EEINNRST INTERNES INTERNE, recent medical school graduate on hospital staff [n] 

 

EEINNRSV INNERVES INNERVE, to stimulate [v] 

EEINNRSV NERVINES NERVINE, soothing medicine [n] 

 

EEINNRTT INTERNET network of computer networks [n -S]   

EEINNRTT RENITENT resisting physical pressure [adj] 

 

EEINNRTV INVENTER inventor (one that invents (to devise originally)) [n -S] 

EEINNRTV REINVENT to invent again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

EEINNSTW ENTWINES ENTWINE, to twine around [v] 

EEINNSTW WENNIEST WENNY, resembling wen (benign tumor of skin) [adj] 

 

EEINORRT ORIENTER one who helps another to adjust to surroundings [n -S] 

EEINORRT REORIENT to orient again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

EEINORST ONERIEST ONERY, ornery (stubborn and mean-spirited) [adj] 

EEINORST SEROTINE European bat [n -S] 

 

EEINOSSS ENOSISES ENOSIS, union (number of persons, parties, or political entities united for common purpose) [n] 

EEINOSSS NOESISES NOESIS, process of reason [n] 

 

EEINOSTT NOISETTE small round piece of meat [n -S] 

EEINOSTT TEOSINTE annual grass [n -S] 

 

EEINPRSS EREPSINS EREPSIN, mixture of enzymes in small intestine [n] 

EEINPRSS RIPENESS state of being ripe (fully developed) [n -ES] 

 

EEINPRSU PENURIES PENURY, extreme poverty [n] 

EEINPRSU RESUPINE lying on back [adj] 

 

EEINQRSU ENQUIRES ENQUIRE, to inquire (to ask about) [v] 

EEINQRSU SQUIREEN owner of small estate [n -S] 

 

EEINRRTU REUNITER one that reunites (to unite again) [n -S] 

EEINRRTU UNRETIRE to return to work after having taken retirement [v -D, -RING, -S] 
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EEINRSSV INVERSES INVERSE, to reverse (to turn or move in opposite direction) [v] 

EEINRSSV VERSINES VERSINE, trigonometric function of angle [n] 

 

EEINRTTY ENTIRETY completeness (quality of being complete (having all necessary parts)) [n -TIES] 

EEINRTTY ETERNITY infinite time [n -TIES] 

 

EEINSTTT NETTIEST NETTY, resembling net [adj] 

EEINSTTT TENTIEST TENTIE, tenty (watchful (closely observant or alert)) [adj] / TENTY [adj] 

 

EEIOPRST POETISER poetizer (one that poetizes (to write poetry)) [n -S] 

EEIOPRST POETRIES POETRY, literary work in metrical form [n] 

 

EEIPQRSU PERIQUES PERIQUE, dark tobacco [n] 

EEIPQRSU REEQUIPS REEQUIP, to equip again [v] 

 

EEIPRRTT PRETERIT past tense in grammar [n -S] 

EEIPRRTT PRETTIER PRETTY, pleasing to eye [adj] 

 

EEIQRRSU QUERIERS QUERIER, querist (one who queries) [n] 

EEIQRRSU REQUIRES REQUIRE, to have need of [v] 

 

EEIQRSTU QUIETERS QUIETER, one that quiets (to cause to be quiet) [n] 

EEIQRSTU REQUITES REQUITE, to make equivalent return for [v] 

 

EEIRRRST RETIRERS RETIRER, one that retires (to go away or withdraw) [n] 

EEIRRRST TERRIERS TERRIER, small, active dog [n] 

 

EEIRRSST RESISTER one that resists (to strive against) [n -S] 

EEIRRSST TRESSIER TRESSY, abounding in tresses [adj] 

 

EEIRRSTV RESTRIVE to strive again [v -N, -ROVE, -VING, -S] 

EEIRRSTV RIVETERS RIVETER, one that rivets (to fasten with type of metal bolt) [n] 

 

EEIRSSSU REISSUES REISSUE, to issue again [v] 

EEIRSSSU SEISURES SEISURE, seizure (act of seizing (to take hold of suddenly and forcibly)) [n] 

 

EEIRSSTV SIEVERTS SIEVERT, unit of ionizing radiation [n] 

EEIRSSTV VESTRIES VESTRY, room in which vestments are kept [n] 

 

EEJNORSY ENJOYERS ENJOYER, one that enjoys (to receive pleasure from) [n] 

EEJNORSY REENJOYS REENJOY, to enjoy again [v] 

 

EEKLRSST KESTRELS KESTREL, small falcon [n] 

EEKLRSST SKELTERS SKELTER, to scurry (to move hurriedly) [v] 
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EEKNOSTY KEYNOTES KEYNOTE, to deliver main speech at function [v] 

EEKNOSTY KEYSTONE central stone of arch [n -S] 

 

EELLNORR ENROLLER one that enrolls (to enter name of in register, record, or roll) [n -S] 

EELLNORR REENROLL to enroll again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

EELMNOOS LONESOME self (total, essential, or particular being of one person) [n -S] 

EELMNOOS OENOMELS OENOMEL, ancient Greek beverage of wine and honey [n] 

 

EELMOPRY EMPLOYER one that employs (to hire (to engage services of for payment)) [n -S] 

EELMOPRY REEMPLOY to employ again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

EELMORTY MOTLEYER MOTLEY, composed of diverse elements [adj] 

EELMORTY REMOTELY REMOTE, situated far away [adv] 

 

EELNOSSS NOSELESS having no nose [adj] 

EELNOSSS SOLENESS state of being only one [n -ES] 

 

EELNOSST NOTELESS undistinguished (not distinguished (distinguish)) [adj] 

EELNOSST TONELESS lacking in tone [adj] 

 

EELNSSTU TUNELESS not tuneful (melodious) [adj] 

EELNSSTU UNSTEELS UNSTEEL, to make soft [v] 

 

EELNSTTU LUNETTES LUNETTE, crescent-shaped object [n] 

EELNSTTU UNSETTLE to make unstable [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

EELOPPSS PEPLOSES PEPLOS, garment worn by women in ancient Greece [n] 

EELOPPSS POPELESS POPE, head of Roman Catholic Church [adj] 

 

EELOPSTU EELPOUTS EELPOUT, marine fish [n] 

EELOPSTU OUTSLEEP to sleep later than [v -LEPT, -ING, -S] 

 

EELORSVV EVOLVERS EVOLVER, one that evolves (to develop (to bring to more advanced or effective state)) [n] 

EELORSVV REVOLVES REVOLVE, to turn about axis [v] 

 

EELORTUV REVOLUTE rolled backward or downward [adj] 

EELORTUV TRUELOVE sweetheart [n -S] 

 

EELOSTUV EVOLUTES EVOLUTE, type of geometric curve [n] 

EELOSTUV VELOUTES VELOUTE, type of sauce [n] 

 

EELPSSUX EXPULSES EXPULSE, to expel (to force out) [v] 

EELPSSUX PLEXUSES PLEXUS, interlacing of parts [n] 
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EELRSSST RESTLESS unable or disinclined to remain at rest [adj] 

EELRSSST TRESSELS TRESSEL, trestle (framework for supporting bridge) [n] 

 

EELRSSTW SWELTERS SWELTER, to suffer from oppressive heat [v] 

EELRSSTW WRESTLES WRESTLE, to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest [v] 

 

EEMNSSTU MUTENESS state of being mute (characterized by absence of speech) [n -ES] 

EEMNSSTU TENESMUS urgent but ineffectual effort to defecate or urinate [n -ES] 

 

EEMOPRRS EMPERORS EMPEROR, ruler of empire [n] 

EEMOPRRS PREMORSE ending abruptly, as if bitten off [adj] 

 

EEMPRRSU PRESUMER one that presumes (to take for granted) [n -S] 

EEMPRRSU SUPREMER SUPREME, highest in power or authority [adj] 

 

EEMPRSSU PRESUMES PRESUME, to take for granted [v] 

EEMPRSSU SUPREMES SUPREME, smooth white sauce made with chicken stock [n] 

 

EENNORST ENTERONS ENTERON, alimentary canal [n] 

EENNORST TENONERS TENONER, one that tenons (to unite by means of tenon (projection on end of piece of wood)) [n] 

 

EENOPPRS PROPENES PROPENE, flammable gas [n] 

EENOPPRS PROPENSE tending toward [adj] 

 

EENOPSST PENTOSES PENTOSE, sugar having five carbon atoms per molecule [n] 

EENOPSST POSTEENS POSTEEN, Afghan outer garment [n] 

 

EENOPSTT POSTTEEN person older than 19 years [n -S] 

EENOPSTT POTTEENS POTTEEN, poteen (Irish whiskey that is distilled unlawfully) [n] 

 

EEOPRRTX EXPORTER one that exports (to send to other countries for commercial purposes) [n -S] 

EEOPRRTX REEXPORT to export again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

EEOPRSSU ESPOUSER one that espouses (to marry (to enter into marriage)) [n -S] 

EEOPRSSU REPOUSSE raised design hammered in metal [n -S] 

 

EEOPRSSX EXPOSERS EXPOSER, one that exposes (to lay open to view) [n] 

EEOPRSSX EXPRESSO espresso (strong coffee) [n -S] 

 

EEOPRSTT PROETTES PROETTE, female professional athlete [n] 

EEOPRSTT TREETOPS TREETOP, top of tree [n] 

 

EEOPSTUW OUTSWEEP to surpass in sweeping [v -WEPT, -ING, -S] 

EEOPSTUW OUTWEEPS OUTWEEP, to weep more than [v] 
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EEORRSTV EVERTORS EVERTOR, muscle that turns part outward [n] 

EEORRSTV RESTROVE RESTRIVE, to strive again [v] 

 

EEORRTUV OVERTURE to propose (to put forward for consideration or acceptance) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

EEORRTUV TROUVERE medieval poet [n -S] 

 

EEORSSTT ROSETTES ROSETTE, ornament resembling rose [n] 

EEORSSTT TETROSES TETROSE, sugar whose molecules contain four carbon atoms [n] 

 

EEORSSTV ESTOVERS necessities allowed by law [n -S] 

EEORSSTV OVERSETS OVERSET, to turn or tip over [v] 

 

EEPRRSSU PERUSERS PERUSER, one that peruses (to read (to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed)) [n] 

EEPRRSSU PRESSURE to apply force to [v -D, -RING, -S] 

 

EEQRSSTU QUESTERS QUESTER, one that quests (to make search) [n] 

EEQRSSTU REQUESTS REQUEST, to express desire for [v] 

 

EERRSSTW STREWERS STREWER, one that strews (to scatter about) [n] 

EERRSSTW WRESTERS WRESTER, one that wrests (to take away by force) [n] 

 

EERRSTTU REUTTERS REUTTER, to utter again [v] 

EERRSTTU UTTERERS UTTERER, one that utters (to give audible expression to) [n] 

 

EERSSSTU ESTRUSES ESTRUS, period of heat in female mammals [n] 

EERSSSTU EUSTRESS beneficial stress [n -ES]   

 

EFFRSSTU RESTUFFS RESTUFF, to stuff again [v] 

EFFRSSTU STUFFERS STUFFER, one that stuffs (to fill or pack tightly) [n] 

 

EFGIINNR INFRINGE to violate oath or law [v -D, -GING, -S] 

EFGIINNR REFINING process of removing impurities from something [n -S] / REFINE, to free from impurities [v] 

 

EFGIINRR FRINGIER FRINGY, resembling fringe [adj] 

EFGIINRR REFIRING REFIRE, to fire again [v] 

 

EFGINRRY FERRYING FERRY, to transport by ferry (type of boat) [v] 

EFGINRRY REFRYING REFRY, to fry again [v] 

 

EFGINRSU GUNFIRES GUNFIRE, firing of guns [n] 

EFGINRSU REFUSING REFUSE, to express oneself as unwilling to accept, do, or comply with [v] 

 

EFHIINRS FINISHER one that finishes (to bring to end) [n -S] 

EFHIINRS REFINISH to give new surface to [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 
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EFHILLSY ELFISHLY ELFISH, resembling elf (small, often mischievous fairy) [adv] 

EFHILLSY FLESHILY FLESHY, having much flesh [adv] 

 

EFIILMSS FLIMSIES FLIMSY, thin paper [n] 

EFIILMSS MISFILES MISFILE, to file in wrong place [v] 

 

EFIILNTY FELINITY quality of being catlike (resembling cat; stealthy; silent) [n -TIES] 

EFIILNTY FINITELY to finite extent [adv] 

 

EFIINOST NOTIFIES NOTIFY, to inform (to supply with information) [v] 

EFIINOST TONIFIES TONIFY, to give tone to [v] 

 

EFIIPRST FIREPITS FIREPIT, depression dug in ground in which fire is made [n] 

EFIIPRST SPITFIRE quick-tempered person [n -S] 

 

EFIKLSTU FLUKIEST FLUKEY, fluky (happening by or depending on chance) [adj] / FLUKY [adj] 

EFIKLSTU LUTEFISK dried codfish [n -S] 

 

EFILMSST FILMSETS FILMSET, to photoset (to prepare for printing by photographic means) [v] 

EFILMSST LEFTISMS LEFTISM, liberal political philosophy [n] 

 

EFILRRST FLIRTERS FLIRTER, one that flirts (to behave amorously without serious intent) [n] 

EFILRRST TRIFLERS TRIFLER, one that trifles (to waste time) [n] 

 

EFILRSST RIFTLESS having no rift [adj] 

EFILRSST STIFLERS STIFLER, one that stifles (to smother (to prevent from breathing)) [n] 

 

EFIMNORS ENSIFORM sword-shaped [adj] 

EFIMNORS FERMIONS FERMION, type of atomic particle [n] 

 

EFIORRST FROSTIER FROSTY, covered with frost [adj] 

EFIORRST ROTIFERS ROTIFER, microscopic aquatic organism [n] 

 

EFIORSTU FOUSTIER FOUSTY, moldy (musty (having stale odor)) [adj] 

EFIORSTU OUTFIRES OUTFIRE, to surpass in firing [v] 

 

EFIRRSTU FRUITERS FRUITER, one that grows or sells fruit [n] 

EFIRRSTU FURRIEST FURRY, covered with fur [adj] 

 

EFIRSSTU SURFEITS SURFEIT, to supply to excess [v] 

EFIRSSTU SURFIEST SURFY, abounding in breaking waves [adj] 

 

EFLNOSSU FOULNESS state of being foul (offensive to senses) [n -ES] 

EFLNOSSU SULFONES SULFONE, sulfur compound [n] 
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EFLRSSTU FLUSTERS FLUSTER, to put into state of nervous confusion [v] 

EFLRSSTU TURFLESS having no turf [adj] 

 

EFLRSTUU FRUSTULE shell of diatom [n -S] 

EFLRSTUU SULFURET to treat with sulfur [v -ED, -TTED, -ING, -TTING, -S] 

 

EFMNRTUY FRUMENTY dish of wheat boiled in milk and sweetened with sugar [n -TIES] 

EFMNRTUY FURMENTY frumenty (dish of wheat boiled in milk and sweetened with sugar) [n -TIES] 

 

EFMOPRRS PERFORMS PERFORM, to begin and carry through to completion [v] 

EFMOPRRS PREFORMS PREFORM, to form beforehand [v] 

 

EFNOOSST EFTSOONS eftsoon (soon afterward) [adv] 

EFNOOSST FESTOONS FESTOON, to hang decorative chains or strips on [v] 

 

EFNRSSTU FUNSTERS FUNSTER, one that makes fun; comedian [n] 

EFNRSSTU NETSURFS NETSURF, to browse Internet for information [v] 

 

EFOOPRRS PROOFERS PROOFER, one that proofs (to examine for errors) [n] 

EFOOPRRS REPROOFS REPROOF, criticism for fault [n] 

 

EGGIINRV GRIEVING GRIEVE, to feel grief [v] 

EGGIINRV REGIVING REGIVE, to give again [v] 

 

EGGIKNOS GINGKOES GINGKO, ginkgo (ornamental tree) [n] 

EGGIKNOS GINKGOES GINKGO, ornamental tree [n] 

 

EGGILNRS NIGGLERS NIGGLER, one that niggles (to worry over petty details) [n] 

EGGILNRS SNIGGLER one that sniggles (to fish for eels) [n -S] 

 

EGGILNRU GRUELING exhausting experience [n -S] / GRUEL, to disable by hard work [v] 

EGGILNRU REGLUING REGLUE, to glue again [v] 

 

EGGILRSW WIGGLERS WIGGLER, one that wiggles (to move with short, quick movements from side to side) [n] 

EGGILRSW WRIGGLES WRIGGLE, to turn or twist in sinuous manner [v] 

 

EGGINRSS SERGINGS SERGING, process of finishing raw edges of fabric [n] 

EGGINRSS SNIGGERS SNIGGER, to snicker (to utter partly stifled laugh) [v] 

 

EGGINSSU GUESSING GUESS, to form opinion from little or no evidence [v] 

EGGINSSU SNUGGIES women's long underwear [n SNUGGIES] 

 

EGGINSTU GUESTING GUEST, to appear as visitor [v] 

EGGINSTU GUNGIEST GUNGY, gunky (filthy, sticky, or greasy) [adj] 
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EGGLRSTU GURGLETS GURGLET, goglet (long-necked jar) [n] 

EGGLRSTU STRUGGLE to make strenuous efforts against opposition [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

EGHIIRST RIGHTIES RIGHTY, right-handed person [n] 

EGHIIRST TIGERISH resembling tiger (large feline mammal) [adj] 

 

EGHINORT OTHERING OTHER, to ostracize [v]   

EGHINORT THONGIER THONGY, resembling item of clothing made from narrow strip of fabric [adj] 

 

EGHINRSW SHREWING SHREW, to curse (to wish evil upon) [v] 

EGHINRSW WHINGERS WHINGER, one that whinges (to whine (to utter plaintive, high-pitched sound)) [n] 

 

EGHIRSST RESIGHTS RESIGHT, to sight again [v] 

EGHIRSST SIGHTERS SIGHTER, one that sights (to observe or notice) [n] 

 

EGHLOOTY ETHOLOGY study of animal behavior [n -GIES] 

EGHLOOTY THEOLOGY study of religion [n -GIES] 

 

EGHNORUV HUNGOVER suffering from hangover [adj] 

EGHNORUV OVERHUNG OVERHANG, to hang or project over [v] 

 

EGHORSTU RESOUGHT RESEEK, to seek again [v] 

EGHORSTU ROUGHEST ROUGH, having uneven surface [adj] 

 

EGIIKLNR KINGLIER KINGLY, of or befitting king [adj] 

EGIIKLNR RINGLIKE resembling ring [adj] 

 

EGIILNNS ENISLING ENISLE, to isolate (to set apart from others) [v] 

EGIILNNS ENSILING ENSILE, to store in silo [v] 

 

EGIILNPS SPEILING SPEIL, to speel (to climb (to ascend (to go or move upward))) [v] 

EGIILNPS SPIELING SPIEL, to talk at length [v] 

 

EGIILNRS RESILING RESILE, to spring back [v] 

EGIILNRS RIESLING white Rhine wine [n -S] 

 

EGIILNST LIGNITES LIGNITE, type of coal [n] 

EGIILNST LINGIEST LINGY, covered with heaths [adj] 

 

EGIINNPR REPINING REPINE, to express discontent [v] 

EGIINNPR RIPENING RIPEN, to become ripe [v] 

 

EGIINPRS SPEIRING SPEIR, to speer (to inquire (to ask about)) [v] 

EGIINPRS SPIERING SPIER, to speer (to inquire (to ask about)) [v] 
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EGIINRSV REIVINGS REIVING, act or instance of plundering [n] 

EGIINRSV REVISING REVISE, to make new or improved version of [v] 

 

EGILMNRS GREMLINS GREMLIN, mischievous creature [n] 

EGILMNRS MINGLERS MINGLER, one that mingles (to mix together) [n] 

 

EGILMNSU GUMLINES GUMLINE, edge of gums meeting teeth [n] 

EGILMNSU LEGUMINS LEGUMIN, plant protein [n] 

 

EGILMOOR GLOOMIER GLOOMY, dismally dark [adj] 

EGILMOOR OLIGOMER type of polymer (complex chemical compound) [n -S] 

 

EGILNORW LOWERING LOWER, to appear dark and threatening [v] 

EGILNORW ROWELING ROWEL, to prick with spiked wheel in order to urge forward [v] 

 

EGILNRSS RINGLESS being without ring [adj] 

EGILNRSS SLINGERS SLINGER, one that slings (to throw with sudden motion) [n] 

 

EGILNSSU GLUINESS state of being gluey (resembling glue) [n -ES] 

EGILNSSU UGLINESS state of being ugly (displeasing to sight) [n -ES] 

 

EGILNSSW SWINGLES SWINGLE, to scutch (to separate woody fiber from by beating) [v] 

EGILNSSW WINGLESS having no wings [adj] 

 

EGILNSTW WELTINGS WELTING, cord or strip used to reinforce seam [n] 

EGILNSTW WINGLETS WINGLET, small wing [n] 

 

EGILRSST GLISTERS GLISTER, to glisten (to shine by reflection) [v] 

EGILRSST GRISTLES GRISTLE, tough part of meat [n] 

 

EGIMMSTU GUMMIEST GUMMY, resembling gum [adj] 

EGIMMSTU GUMMITES GUMMITE, mixture of various minerals [n] 

 

EGIMNPST EMPTINGS emptins (liquid leavening) [n -S] 

EGIMNPST PIGMENTS PIGMENT, to add coloring matter to [v] 

 

EGINNORT NITROGEN gaseous element [n -S] 

EGINNORT RINGTONE sound made by cell phone when receiving call [n -S] 

 

EGINNRTU RETUNING RETUNE, to tune again [v] 

EGINNRTU TENURING TENURE, to grant tenure (status of holding one's position on permanent basis) to [v] 

 

EGINPRRS RESPRING to spring again [v -RANG, -RUNG, -ING, -S] 

EGINPRRS SPRINGER one that springs (to move upward suddenly and swiftly) [n -S] 
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EGINPRSS PRESSING instance of stamping with press [n -S] / PRESS, to act upon with steady force [v] 

EGINPRSS SPRINGES SPRINGE, to catch with type of snare [v] 

 

EGINPRSU PERUSING PERUSE, to read (to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed) [v] 

EGINPRSU SUPERING SUPER, to reinforce with thin cotton mesh, as book [v] 

 

EGINPRTU ERUPTING ERUPT, to burst forth [v] 

EGINPRTU REPUTING REPUTE, to consider to be as specified [v] 

 

EGINRSTW STREWING STREW, to scatter about [v] 

EGINRSTW WRESTING WREST, to take away by force [v] 

 

EGINSSTT SETTINGS SETTING, scenery used in dramatic production [n] 

EGINSSTT TESTINGS TESTING, act of evaluating one by examination [n] 

 

EGIOPRSS GOSSIPER one that gossips (to talk idly about affairs of others) [n -S] 

EGIOPRSS SERPIGOS SERPIGO, spreading skin eruption [n] 

 

EGIOPRSU GROUPIES GROUPIE, follower of rock groups [n] 

EGIOPRSU PIROGUES PIROGUE, piragua (dugout canoe) [n] 

 

EGIORSST GORSIEST GORSY, abounding in gorse [adj] 

EGIORSST STRIGOSE covered with short, stiff hairs [adj] 

 

EGIORSTV GROVIEST GROVY, resembling or suggestive of grove [adj] 

EGIORSTV VERTIGOS VERTIGO, disordered state in which individual or his surroundings seem to whirl dizzily [n] 

 

EGISSTTU GUSTIEST GUSTY, blowing in gusts [adj] 

EGISSTTU GUTSIEST GUTSY, brave (showing courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit)) [adj] 

 

EGMMRSTU GRUMMEST GRUM, morose (sullen (showing brooding ill humor or resentment)) [adj] 

EGMMRSTU GRUMMETS GRUMMET, to grommet (to fasten with reinforcing ring of metal) [v] 

 

EGMOORRS GROOMERS GROOMER, one that grooms (to clean and care for) [n] 

EGMOORRS REGROOMS REGROOM, to groom again [v] 

 

EGNRRSTU GRUNTERS GRUNTER, one that grunts (to utter deep, guttural sound) [n] 

EGNRRSTU RESTRUNG RESTRING, to string again [v] 

 

EGOPRRSU GROUPERS GROUPER, food fish [n] 

EGOPRRSU REGROUPS REGROUP, to group again [v] 

 

EHIIMPST MEPHITIS offensive odor [n -ES] 

EHIIMPST SHIPTIME annual arrival of supply ship [n -S] 
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EHIINSST SHINIEST SHINY, filled with light [adj] 

EHIINSST SHINTIES SHINTY, Scottish game similar to field hockey [n] 

 

EHIIRSTT SHITTIER SHITTY, offensive word [adj] 

EHIIRSTT THIRTIES THIRTY, number [n] 

 

EHIISTTW WHITIEST WHITY, whitish (somewhat white) [adj] 

EHIISTTW WITHIEST WITHY, flexible and tough [adj] 

 

EHIKNRST RETHINKS RETHINK, to think again [v] 

EHIKNRST THINKERS THINKER, one that thinks (to formulate in mind) [n] 

 

EHILOPRS POLISHER one that polishes (to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing) [n -S] 

EHILOPRS REPOLISH to polish again [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

 

EHILOPSS PISSHOLE offensive word [n -S] 

EHILOPSS POLISHES POLISH, to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing [v] 

 

EHILPRST PHILTERS PHILTER, to put under spell of love potion [v] 

EHILPRST PHILTRES PHILTRE, to philter (to put under spell of love potion) [v] 

 

EHIMNOSS HOMINESS quality of being homey (homelike (suggestive of home)) [n -ES] 

EHIMNOSS MONISHES MONISH, to warn (to make aware of impending or possible danger) [v] 

 

EHIMNRSU INHUMERS INHUMER, one that inhumes (to bury (to put in ground and cover with earth)) [n] 

EHIMNRSU RHENIUMS RHENIUM, metallic element [n] 

 

EHIMSTTY MYTHIEST MYTHY, resembling myth (type of traditional story) [adj] 

EHIMSTTY THYMIEST THYMEY, thymy (abounding in thyme) [adj] / THYMY [adj] 

 

EHINORST HORNIEST HORNY, hornlike in hardness [adj] 

EHINORST ORNITHES ORNIS, avifauna (bird life of particular region) [n] 

 

EHIORSTT THEORIST one that theorizes (to form theories) [n -S] 

EHIORSTT THORITES THORITE, thorium ore [n] 

 

EHIOSSTU HOUSESIT to occupy dwelling while tenants are away [v -SAT, -TTING, -S] 

EHIOSSTU HOUSIEST HOUSEY, being in style of house music [adj] 

 

EHIPPRSS PRESHIPS PRESHIP, to ship beforehand [v] 

EHIPPRSS SHIPPERS SHIPPER, one that ships (to transport by ship (vessel suitable for navigation in deep water)) [n] 

 

EHLOOPRT PORTHOLE small window in ship's side [n -S] 

EHLOOPRT POTHOLER one who explores deep underground holes or caves [n -S] 
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EHLOOPST POSTHOLE hole for fence post [n -S] 

EHLOOPST POTHOLES POTHOLE, deep hole in road [n] / pothole [v] 

 

EHLOPSSS SHOPLESS having no stores [adj] 

EHLOPSSS SPLOSHES SPLOSH, to splash (to scatter liquid about) [v] 

 

EHLORSST HOLSTERS HOLSTER, to put in holster (case for pistol) [v] 

EHLORSST HOSTLERS HOSTLER, person who tends horses or mules [n] 

 

EHMNOORS HORMONES HORMONE, secretion of endocrine organs [n] 

EHMNOORS MOORHENS MOORHEN, female moorfowl [n] 

 

EHMNOOTW HOMETOWN town of one's birth or residence [n -S] 

EHMNOOTW TOWNHOME one of series of contiguous houses of two or three stories [n -S] 

 

EHMOORST RESMOOTH to smooth again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EHMOORST SMOOTHER SMOOTH, having surface that is free from irregularities [adj] / one that smooths (to make smooth) [n -S] 

 

EHNORSSU ONRUSHES ONRUSH, forward rush or flow [n] 

EHNORSSU UNHORSES UNHORSE, to cause to fall from horse [v] 

 

EHNRSSTU HUNTRESS female hunter [n -ES] 

EHNRSSTU SHUNTERS SHUNTER, one that shunts (to turn aside) [n] 

 

EHOOPSTU HOUSETOP roof of house [n -S] 

EHOOPSTU POTHOUSE tavern (place where liquor is sold to be drunk on premises) [n -S] 

 

EHOPRSST HOTPRESS to subject to heat and pressure [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

EHOPRSST STROPHES STROPHE, part of ancient Greek choral ode [n] 

 

EHORSSTU SHOUTERS SHOUTER, one that shouts (to utter loudly) [n] 

EHORSSTU SOUTHERS SOUTHER, wind or storm from south [n] 

 

EHRRSTTU THRUSTER one that thrusts (to push forcibly) [n -S] 

EHRRSTTU TRUTHERS TRUTHER, type of conspiracy theorist [n]   

 

EIIKNNSS INKINESS state of being inky (resembling ink) [n -ES] 

EIIKNNSS SKINNIES SKINNY, one that is skinny [n] 

 

EIILLMNS MILLINES MILLINE, unit of advertising space [n] 

EIILLMNS SLIMLINE slender in design or build [adj] 

 

EIILMPRS IMPERILS IMPERIL, to place in jeopardy [v] 

EIILMPRS LIMPSIER LIMPSEY, limpsy (lacking strength or vigor) [adj] / LIMPSY [adj] 
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EIILMSTT MILTIEST MILTY, full of milt [adj] 

EIILMSTT MISTITLE to call by wrong title [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

EIILNSTT INTITLES INTITLE, to entitle (to give title to) [v] 

EIILNSTT LINTIEST LINTY, covered with lint [adj] 

 

EIILOPST PISOLITE limestone [n -S] 

EIILOPST POLITIES POLITY, form or system of government [n] 

 

EIILPSST PITILESS having no pity [adj] 

EIILPSST SPILITES SPILITE, form of basalt [n] 

 

EIILSSTT ELITISTS ELITIST, adherent of elitism (belief in rule by elite) [n] 

EIILSSTT SILTIEST SILTY, full of silt [adj] 

 

EIIMNOSS EMISSION act of emitting (to send forth) [n -S] 

EIIMNOSS SIMONIES SIMONY, buying or selling of church office [n] 

 

EIIMNRSS MIRINESS state of being miry (swampy (marshy (resembling marsh))) [n -ES] 

EIIMNRSS RIMINESS condition of being rimy [n -ES] 

 

EIIMOSSS MIOSISES MIOSIS, excessive contraction of pupil of eye [n] 

EIIMOSSS SEMIOSIS process in which something functions as sign to organism [n -SES] 

 

EIIMSSTT MISTIEST MISTY, blurry (unclear (not clear (clean and pure))) [adj] 

EIIMSSTT SEMITIST one who favors Jewish interests [n -S] 

 

EIINORSS IONISERS IONISER, ionizer (one that ionizes (to convert into ions)) [n] 

EIINORSS IRONISES IRONISE, to ironize (to mix with nutritional iron) [v] 

 

EIINORSZ IONIZERS IONIZER, one that ionizes (to convert into ions) [n] 

EIINORSZ IRONIZES IRONIZE, to mix with nutritional iron [v] 

 

EIINOSST INOSITES INOSITE, inositol (alcohol found in plant and animal tissue) [n] 

EIINOSST NOISIEST NOISY, making loud sounds [adj] 

 

EIINQTUY EQUINITY state of being like horse [n -TIES] 

EIINQTUY INEQUITY unfairness [n -TIES] 

 

EIINRSST INSISTER one that insists (to be resolute on some matter) [n -S] 

EIINRSST SINISTER threatening or portending evil [adj] 

 

EIINRSTT NITRITES NITRITE, salt of nitrous acid [n] 

EIINRSTT SNITTIER SNITTY, disagreeably ill-tempered [adj] 
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EIINRSTV INVITERS INVITER, one that invites (to request presence of) [n] 

EIINRSTV VITRINES VITRINE, glass showcase for art objects [n] 

 

EIIOSSTT OSTEITIS inflammation of bone [n -TIDES] 

EIIOSSTT OTITISES OTITIS, inflammation of ear [n] 

 

EIIPRSTV PREVISIT to visit beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EIIPRSTV PRIVIEST PRIVY, private (not for public use or knowledge) [adj] 

 

EIIRSSTV REVISITS REVISIT, to visit again [v] 

EIIRSSTV VISITERS VISITER, visitor (one that visits (to go or come to see someone or something)) [n] 

 

EIKLNPRS PLINKERS PLINKER, one that plinks (to shoot at random targets) [n] 

EIKLNPRS SPRINKLE to scatter drops or particles on [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

EIKLNRSW WINKLERS WINKLER, one that winkles (to displace, extract, or evict from position) [n] 

EIKLNRSW WRINKLES WRINKLE, to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in [v] 

 

EIKNNORS EINKORNS EINKORN, variety of wheat [n] 

EIKNNORS NONSKIER one that does not ski [n -S] 

 

EIKNRSTT KNITTERS KNITTER, one that knits (to make fabric or garment by joining loops of yarn) [n] 

EIKNRSTT TRINKETS TRINKET, to deal secretly [v] 

 

EILLNSTY SILENTLY SILENT, making no sound or noise [adv] 

EILLNSTY TINSELLY cheaply gaudy [adj] 

 

EILLSSST LISTLESS languid (lacking in vigor or vitality) [adj] 

EILLSSST SLITLESS having no slits [adj] 

 

EILMNOOS OINOMELS OINOMEL, oenomel (ancient Greek beverage of wine and honey) [n] 

EILMNOOS SIMOLEON dollar (monetary unit of United States) [n -S] 

 

EILMNPSS LIMPNESS state of being limp (lacking rigidity (state of being rigid (not flexible; strict, harsh))) [n -ES] 

EILMNPSS PLENISMS PLENISM, doctrine that space is fully occupied by matter [n] 

 

EILMNTUY MINUTELY MINUTE, very small [adv] 

EILMNTUY UNTIMELY not timely (occurring at right moment) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

 

EILMOPST MILEPOST post indicating distance in miles [n -S] 

EILMOPST POLEMIST one who engages in polemics (controversial argument) [n -S] 

 

EILMPSST MISSPELT MISSPELL, to spell (to name or write letters of in order) incorrectly [v] 

EILMPSST SIMPLEST SIMPLE, not complex or complicated [adj] 
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EILMPSTU LUMPIEST LUMPY, full of lumps [adj] 

EILMPSTU PLUMIEST PLUMY, covered with feathers [adj] 

 

EILNOOST LOONIEST LOONEY, loony (crazy (insane (mentally unsound))) [adj] / LOONY [adj] 

EILNOOST OILSTONE stone for sharpening tools [n -S] 

 

EILNOPST POTLINES POTLINE, row of electrolytic cells [n] 

EILNOPST TOPLINES TOPLINE, outline of top of animal's body [n] 

 

EILNOSTU ELUTIONS ELUTION, act of eluting (to remove by means of solvent) [n] 

EILNOSTU OUTLINES OUTLINE, to indicate main features or different parts of [v] 

 

EILNPSSU SPINULES SPINULE, small thorn [n] 

EILNPSSU SPLENIUS muscle of neck [n -NII] 

 

EILNRSTU INSULTER one that insults (to treat offensively) [n -S] 

EILNRSTU LUSTRINE lustring (glossy silk fabric) [n -S] 

 

EILOOSST OSTIOLES OSTIOLE, small bodily opening [n] 

EILOOSST STOOLIES STOOLIE, informer (one that informs (to supply with information)) [n] 

 

EILOPRSV OVERSLIP to leave out [v -PPED, -T, -PPING, -S] 

EILOPRSV SLIPOVER pullover (garment that is put on by being drawn over head) [n -S] 

 

EILOPSTT PLOTTIES PLOTTY, hot, spiced beverage [n] 

EILOPSTT POLITEST POLITE, showing consideration for others [adj] 

 

EILPRSTT SPLITTER one that splits (to separate lengthwise) [n -S] 

EILPRSTT TRIPLETS TRIPLET, group of three of one kind [n] 

 

EILPRSTY PRIESTLY characteristic of or befitting priest [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

EILPRSTY SPRITELY full of energy [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

 

EILRSSTY SISTERLY of or resembling sister [adj] 

EILRSSTY STYLISER one that stylises (to stylize (to make conventional)) [n -S] 

 

EILRSTTU SLUTTIER SLUTTY, characteristic of slut [adj] 

EILRSTTU SURTITLE translation of foreign-language dialogue displayed above screen or stage [n -S] 

 

EIMMNSTU IMMUNEST IMMUNE, protected from disease [adj] 

EIMMNSTU NUMMIEST NUMMY, delicious [adj] 

 

EIMNOORS IONOMERS IONOMER, type of plastic (any of group of synthetic or natural moldable materials) [n] 

EIMNOORS MOONRISE rising of moon above horizon [n -S] 
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EIMNOORT MOTIONER one that motions (to signal by bodily movement) [n -S] 

EIMNOORT REMOTION act of removing (to take or move away) [n -S] 

 

EIMNOOST EMOTIONS EMOTION, affective state of consciousness [n] 

EIMNOOST MOONIEST MOONY, resembling moon [adj] 

 

EIMNOPSS MOPINESS state of being mopey (dejected) [n -ES] 

EIMNOPSS PEONISMS PEONISM, peonage (condition of being peon) [n] 

 

EIMNOPST NEPOTISM favoritism shown to relative [n -S] 

EIMNOPST PIMENTOS PIMENTO, pimiento (sweet pepper) [n] 

 

EIMNRSST MINSTERS MINSTER, large or important church [n] 

EIMNRSST TRIMNESS state of being trim (neat and orderly) [n -ES] 

 

EIMOPRRT IMPORTER one that imports (to bring into country from abroad) [n -S] 

EIMOPRRT REIMPORT to import again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

EIMOPRST IMPOSTER impostor (one that poses as another for deceptive purposes) [n -S] 

EIMOPRST STOMPIER STOMPY, conducive to stomping feet [adj] 

 

EIMORRST MORTISER one that mortises (to join or fasten securely) [n -S] 

EIMORRST STORMIER STORMY, storming [adj] 

 

EIMORSTU MISROUTE to route (to send on particular course) incorrectly [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EIMORSTU MOISTURE condensed or diffused liquid [n -S] 

 

EIMORSTW MISWROTE MISWRITE, to write (to form characters or symbols on surface with instrument) incorrectly [v] 

EIMORSTW WORMIEST WORMY, infested with worms [adj] 

 

EIMOSTTU TIMEOUTS TIMEOUT, brief suspension of activity [n] 

EIMOSTTU TITMOUSE small bird [n -MICE] 

 

EIMRSSSU MISUSERS MISUSER, one that misuses (to use (to put into service) incorrectly) [n] 

EIMRSSSU SURMISES SURMISE, to infer with little evidence [v] 

 

EINNORST INTONERS INTONER, one that intones (to speak in singing voice) [n] 

EINNORST TERNIONS TERNION, group of three [n] 

 

EINNOSSU NONISSUE topic that is not controversial [n -S] 

EINNOSSU UNSONSIE unlucky (not lucky (having good fortune)) [adj] 

 

EINNOSTT TINSTONE tin ore [n -S] 

EINNOSTT TONTINES TONTINE, form of collective life insurance [n] 
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EINOOPSS OPSONISE opsonize (to form opsonins in) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EINOOPSS SPOONIES SPOONY, spoony person [n] 

 

EINOORSZ OZONISER producer of ozone [n -S] 

EINOORSZ SNOOZIER SNOOZY, drowsy (sleepy (ready or inclined to sleep)) [adj] 

 

EINOOSSZ OOZINESS state of being oozy (containing or resembling soft mud or slime) [n -ES] 

EINOOSSZ OZONISES OZONISE, to ozonize (to convert into ozone) [v] 

 

EINORSSU NEUROSIS type of emotional disturbance [n -SES]  

EINORSSU RESINOUS resembling resin [adj] 

 

EINORSTU ROUTINES ROUTINE, regular course of procedure [n] 

EINORSTU SNOUTIER SNOUTY, resembling long, projecting nose [adj] 

 

EINORSTY SEROTINY condition of having late or gradual seed dispersal [n -NIES] 

EINORSTY TYROSINE amino acid [n -S] 

 

EINOSSST SONSIEST SONSIE, sonsy (comely (pleasing to look at)) [adj] / SONSY [adj] 

EINOSSST STENOSIS narrowing of bodily passage [n -SES] 

 

EINPRSTU PRUNIEST PRUNEY, resembling prune [adj] 

EINPRSTU UNRIPEST UNRIPE, not ripe (fully developed) [adj] 

 

EINQSTUU UNIQUEST UNIQUE, existing as only one of its kind; very unusual [adj] 

EINQSTUU UNQUIETS UNQUIET, state of unrest [n] 

 

EINRSTUV UNRIVETS UNRIVET, to remove rivets (metal bolts) from [v] 

EINRSTUV VENTURIS VENTURI, device for measuring flow of fluid [n] 

 

EINSSTTW ENTWISTS ENTWIST, to twist together [v] 

EINSSTTW TWINSETS TWINSET, matching pair of sweaters to be worn together [n] 

 

EIOOPPST OPPOSITE one that is radically different from another in some related way [n -S] 

EIOOPPST POOPIEST POOPY, stupid or ineffectual [adj] 

 

EIOORSTT ROOTIEST ROOTY, full of roots [adj] 

EIOORSTT TORTOISE any of order of reptiles having body enclosed in bony shell [n -S] 

 

EIOOSSTT SOOTIEST SOOTY, covered with soot [adj] 

EIOOSSTT TOOTSIES TOOTSIE, tootsy (foot (terminal part of leg on which body stands and moves)) [n] / TOOTSY [n] 

 

EIOPRRST PIERROTS PIERROT, clown [n] 

EIOPRRST SPORTIER SPORTY, showy (making great or brilliant display) [adj] 
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EIORRSTV OVERSTIR to stir too much [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

EIORRSTV SERVITOR male servant [n -S] 

 

EIORSTUV VIRTUOSE VIRTUOSA, female virtuoso [n] 

EIORSTUV VITREOUS jelly that fills eyeball [n -ES] 

 

EIPPRRST STRIPPER one that strips (to remove outer covering from) [n -S] 

EIPPRRST TRIPPERS TRIPPER, one that trips (to stumble (to miss one's step in walking or running)) [n] 

 

EIPRSSTT SPITTERS SPITTER, spitball [n] 

EIPRSSTT TIPSTERS TIPSTER, one that sells information to gamblers [n] 

 

EIPRSTTU PURTIEST PURTY, pretty (pleasing to eye) [adj] 

EIPRSTTU PUTTIERS PUTTIER, one that putties (to fill with type of cement) [n] 

 

EIRSSTTU RUSTIEST RUSTY, covered with rust [adj] 

EIRSSTTU TRUSTIES TRUSTY, one worthy of trust [n] 

 

EIRSSTTW RETWISTS RETWIST, to twist again [v] 

EIRSSTTW TWISTERS TWISTER, one that twists (to combine by winding together) [n] 

 

EIRSSTUV REVUISTS REVUIST, writer of revues [n] 

EIRSSTUV STUIVERS STUIVER, stiver (formerly used Dutch coin) [n] 

 

ELLOPSTU OUTSPELL to surpass in spelling [v -ED, -LT, -ING, -S] 

ELLOPSTU POLLUTES POLLUTE, to make unclean or impure [v] 

 

ELLORRST STROLLER one that strolls (to walk in leisurely manner) [n -S] 

ELLORRST TROLLERS TROLLER, one that trolls (to fish with slowly trailing line) [n] 

 

ELLOSSTU OUTSELLS OUTSELL, to sell more than [v] 

ELLOSSTU SELLOUTS SELLOUT, performance for which all seats have been sold [n] 

 

ELMMPSTU PLUMMEST PLUM, highly desirable [adj] 

ELMMPSTU PLUMMETS PLUMMET, to drop straight down [v] 

 

ELNOSSSW SLOWNESS state of being slow (moving with little speed) [n -ES] 

ELNOSSSW SNOWLESS having no snow [adj] 

 

ELOOPRSS RESPOOLS RESPOOL, to spool again [v] 

ELOOPRSS SPOOLERS SPOOLER, one that spools (to wind on small cylinder) [n] 

 

ELOORSTT ROOTLETS ROOTLET, small root [n] 

ELOORSTT TOOTLERS TOOTLER, one that tootles (to toot softly or repeatedly) [n] 
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ELOPRSTY PROSTYLE building having row of columns across front only [n -S] 

ELOPRSTY PROTYLES PROTYLE, hypothetical substance from which all elements are supposedly derived [n] 

 

ELOPSTTU OUTSLEPT OUTSLEEP, to sleep later than [v] 

ELOPSTTU OUTSPELT OUTSPELL, to surpass in spelling [v] 

 

ELORSSTT SETTLORS SETTLOR, one that makes legal settlement [n] 

ELORSSTT SLOTTERS SLOTTER, machine for slotting [n] 

 

ELORSTUY ELYTROUS ELYTRON, hardened forewing of certain insects [adj] 

ELORSTUY UROSTYLE part of vertebral column of frogs and toads [n -S] 

 

EMMNORSU RESUMMON to summon again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EMMNORSU SUMMONER one that summons (to order to appear) [n -S] 

 

EMNOORST MESOTRON meson (subatomic particle) [n -S] 

EMNOORST MONTEROS MONTERO, type of cap [n] 

 

EMNOOSST MOONSETS MOONSET, setting of moon below horizon [n] 

EMNOOSST MOOTNESS state of being without legal significance [n -ES] 

 

EMNORSTU MOUNTERS MOUNTER, one that mounts (to get up on) [n] 

EMNORSTU REMOUNTS REMOUNT, to mount again [v] 

 

EMNRSSTU MUNSTERS MUNSTER, muenster (mild cheese) [n] 

EMNRSSTU STERNUMS STERNUM, long, flat supporting bone of most vertebrates [n] 

 

EMOOPRRT PREMOTOR pertaining to part of frontal lobe of brain [adj] 

EMOOPRRT PROMOTER one that promotes (to contribute to progress of) [n -S] 

 

EMOPRSSU SPERMOUS resembling or made up of sperms [adj] 

EMOPRSSU SUPREMOS SUPREMO, one who is highest in authority [n] 

 

EMORSSTU OESTRUMS OESTRUM, estrum (estrus (period of heat in female mammals)) [n] 

EMORSSTU STRUMOSE having struma (scrofula (disease of lymph glands)) [adj] 

 

EMPRSSTU STUMPERS STUMPER, baffling question [n] 

EMPRSSTU SUMPTERS SUMPTER, pack animal [n] 

 

EMPRSTTU STRUMPET prostitute [n -S] 

EMPRSTTU TRUMPETS TRUMPET, to sound on trumpet (brass wind instrument) [v] 

 

ENNOSSTU NEUSTONS NEUSTON, aggregate of small aquatic organisms [n] 

ENNOSSTU SUNSTONE variety of quartz [n -S] 
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ENOOPSTT POTSTONE variety of steatite [n -S] 

ENOOPSTT TOPSTONE stone at top of structure [n -S] 

 

ENOOSSTT TESTOONS TESTOON, teston (former French coin) [n] 

ENOOSSTT TOSTONES TOSTONE, Mexican dish of fried plantains [n] 

 

ENORRSUV OVERRUNS OVERRUN, to spread or swarm over [v] 

ENORRSUV RUNOVERS RUNOVER, matter for publication that exceeds allotted space [n] 

 

ENORRTUV OVERTURN to turn over [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENORRTUV TURNOVER upset or overthrow [n -S] 

 

ENPRRSSU PRESSRUN continuous operation of printing press [n -S] 

ENPRRSSU SPURNERS SPURNER, one that spurns (to reject with contempt) [n] 

 

EOOPPRSS OPPOSERS OPPOSER, one that opposes (to be in contention or conflict with) [n] 

EOOPPRSS PROPOSES PROPOSE, to put forward for consideration or acceptance [v] 

 

EOOPRSTV OVERTOPS OVERTOP, to rise above top of [v] 

EOOPRSTV STOPOVER brief stop in course of journey [n -S] 

 

EOORTTUW OUTTOWER to tower above [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EOORTTUW OUTWROTE OUTWRITE, to write better than [v] 

 

EOPPRSST POPSTERS POPSTER, pop musician [n] 

EOPPRSST STOPPERS STOPPER, to plug (to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole)) [v] 

 

EOPPRSSU PURPOSES PURPOSE, to resolve to perform or accomplish [v] 

EOPPRSSU SUPPOSER one that supposes (to assume to be true) [n -S] 

 

EOPRSSTT PROTESTS PROTEST, to express strong objection [v] 

EOPRSSTT SPOTTERS SPOTTER, one that spots (to mark with spots (small, roundish discolorations)) [n] 

 

EORRSSTY ROYSTERS ROYSTER, to roister (to revel (to engage in revelry)) [v] 

EORRSSTY STROYERS STROYER, one that stroys (to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal)) [n] 

 

EORSSTTU OUTSERTS OUTSERT, folded sheet placed around folded section of printed matter [n] 

EORSSTTU TUTORESS female who tutors [n -ES] 

 

EPRRSSUU PURSUERS PURSUER, one that pursues (to follow in order to overtake or capture) [n] 

EPRRSSUU USURPERS USURPER, one that usurps (to seize and hold without legal authority) [n] 

 

FFKLORSU FORKFULS FORKFUL, as much as fork will hold [n] 

FFKLORSU FORKSFUL FORKFUL, as much as fork will hold [n] 
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FGHIINST INFIGHTS INFIGHT, to contend with others within same group [v] 

FGHIINST SHIFTING act of moving from one place to another [n -S] / SHIFT, to move from one position to another [v] 

 

FGHILNSU FLUSHING act of blushing (to become red) [n -S] / FLUSH, to blush (to become red) [v] 

FGHILNSU LUNGFISH type of fish [n -ES] 

 

FGIILNRT FLIRTING FLIRT, to behave amorously without serious intent [v] 

FGIILNRT TRIFLING waste of time [n -S] / TRIFLE, to waste time [v] 

 

FGIINSST FISTINGS FISTING, offensive word [n] 

FGIINSST SIFTINGS SIFTING, work of sifter [n] 

 

FHLORTUW WORTHFUL worthy (having value or merit) [adj] 

FHLORTUW WROTHFUL wroth (very angry) [adj] 

 

FIKKLNOS KINFOLKS kinfolk (relatives (one who is connected with another by blood or marriage)) [n KINFOLKS] 

FIKKLNOS KINSFOLK kinfolk (relatives (one who is connected with another by blood or marriage)) [n KINSFOLK] 

 

FIKLLLSU SKILFULL skillful (having skill (ability to do something well)) [adj] 

FIKLLLSU SKILLFUL having skill (ability to do something well) [adj] 

 

FIKLNSSU SINKFULS SINKFUL, as much as sink can hold [n] 

FIKLNSSU SKINFULS SKINFUL, as much as skin container can hold [n] 

 

FIKLSSTU KISTFULS KISTFUL, as much as kist can hold [n] 

FIKLSSTU LUTFISKS LUTFISK, lutefisk (dried codfish) [n] 

 

FILLNSUY SINFULLY SINFUL, marked by sin [adv] 

FILLNSUY SULFINYL bivalent radical [n -S] 

 

FLMOORSU ROOMFULS ROOMFUL, as much as room can hold [n] 

FLMOORSU ROOMSFUL ROOMFUL, as much as room can hold [n] 

 

GGGGILNU GLUGGING GLUG, to make gurgling sound [v] 

GGGGILNU GUGGLING GUGGLE, to gurgle (to flow with bubbling sounds) [v] 

 

GGGIINSW SWIGGING SWIG, to drink deeply or rapidly [v] 

GGGIINSW WIGGINGS WIGGING, scolding (harsh reproof) [n] 

 

GGGILNOS LOGGINGS LOGGING, business of cutting down trees for timber [n] 

GGGILNOS SLOGGING SLOG, to plod (to walk heavily) [v] 

 

GGGINNOS NOGGINGS NOGGING, type of masonry (structure built of stone or brick) [n] 

GGGINNOS SNOGGING SNOG, to kiss (to touch with lips as sign of affection) [v] 
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GGHIINRT GIRTHING GIRTH, to encircle (to form circle around) [v] 

GGHIINRT RIGHTING RIGHT, to put in proper order or condition [v] 

 

GGHINOTU OUGHTING OUGHT, to owe (to be under obligation to pay or repay) [v] 

GGHINOTU TOUGHING TOUGH, to endure hardship [v] 

 

GGIILNNS SINGLING SINGLE, to select from group [v] 

GGIILNNS SLINGING SLING, to throw with sudden motion [v] 

 

GGIILNNT GLINTING GLINT, to glitter (to sparkle (to give off or reflect flashes of light)) [v] 

GGIILNNT TINGLING TINGLE, to cause prickly, stinging sensation [v] 

 

GGIINNOR GROINING GROIN, to build with intersecting arches [v] 

GGIINNOR IGNORING IGNORE, to refuse to notice [v] 

 

GGIINNSS SIGNINGS SIGNING, act of writing one's signature on document or in book [n] 

GGIINNSS SINGINGS SINGING, act or sound of one that sings [n] 

 

GGILNNPU PLUNGING PLUNGE, to throw or thrust suddenly or forcibly into something [v] 

GGILNNPU PUNGLING PUNGLE, to contribute [v] 

 

GGILNOSS GLOSSING GLOSS, to make lustrous [v] 

GGILNOSS GOSLINGS GOSLING, young goose [n] 

 

GGILNTTU GLUTTING GLUT, to feed or fill to excess [v] 

GGILNTTU GUTTLING GUTTLE, to eat rapidly [v] 

 

GHHIOPST HIGHSPOT event of major importance [n -S] 

GHHIOPST HIGHTOPS HIGHTOP, sports shoe extending over ankle [n] 

 

GHIINSTT SHITTING SHIT, offensive word [v] 

GHIINSTT TITHINGS TITHING, act of levying tithes [n] 

 

GHIINSTW WHISTING WHIST, to hush (to quiet (to cause to be quiet)) [v] 

GHIINSTW WHITINGS WHITING, marine food fish [n] 

 

GHILNSTU HUSTLING HUSTLE, to hurry (to move swiftly) [v] 

GHILNSTU SUNLIGHT light of sun [n -S] 

 

GHIMNSSU MUSHINGS MUSHING, advancing across snow by dogsled [n] 

GHIMNSSU SMUSHING SMUSH, to smoosh (to squash (to press into pulp or flat mass)) [v] 

 

GHINNSTU HUNTINGS HUNTING, instance of searching [n] 

GHINNSTU SHUNTING SHUNT, to turn aside [v] 
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GHINOOST SHOOTING act of one that shoots [n -S] / SHOOT, to hit, wound, or kill with missile discharged from weapon [v] 

GHINOOST SOOTHING SOOTHE, to restore to quiet or normal state [v] 

 

GHINOPPS HOPPINGS HOPPING, going from one place to another of same kind [n] 

GHINOPPS SHOPPING act of one that shops [n -S] / SHOP, to examine goods with intent to buy [v] 

 

GHINORSW SHOWRING ring where animals are displayed [n -S] 

GHINORSW WHORINGS WHORING, use of services of prostitute [n] 

 

GHINOSTT SHOTTING SHOT, SHOOT, to hit, wound, or kill with missile discharged from weapon [v] 

GHINOSTT TONIGHTS TONIGHT, present night [n] 

 

GHINOSTU SHOUTING SHOUT, to utter loudly [v] 

GHINOSTU SOUTHING movement toward south [n -S] / SOUTH, to move toward south (cardinal point of compass) [v] 

 

GHINSSTU HUSTINGS British court [n -S] 

GHINSSTU UNSIGHTS UNSIGHT, to prevent from seeing [v] 

 

GHNOSSTU GUNSHOTS GUNSHOT, projectile fired from gun [n] 

GHNOSSTU SHOTGUNS SHOTGUN, to shoot with type of gun [v] 

 

GIIJNOST JINGOIST jingo (zealous patriot) [n -S] 

GIIJNOST JOISTING JOIST, to support with horizontal beams [v] 

 

GIIKLLNS KILLINGS KILLING, sudden notable success [n] 

GIIKLLNS SKILLING former coin of Scandinavian countries [n -S] 

 

GIIKLNNS INKLINGS INKLING, slight suggestion [n] 

GIIKLNNS SLINKING SLINK, to move stealthily [v] 

 

GIIKLNST KILTINGS KILTING, arrangement of kilt pleats [n] 

GIIKLNST KITLINGS KITLING, young animal [n] 

 

GIIKNNPS KINGPINS KINGPIN, central bolt connecting axle to vehicle [n] 

GIIKNNPS PINKINGS PINKING, method of cutting or decorating [n] 

 

GIIKNRST SKIRTING board at base of wall [n -S] / SKIRT, to go or pass around [v] 

GIIKNRST STRIKING act of hitting something forcibly [n -S] / STRIKE, to hit forcibly [v] 

 

GIILNOPS PIGNOLIS PIGNOLI, pignolia (edible seed of nut pines) [n] 

GIILNOPS SPOILING SPOIL, to impair value or quality of [v] 

 

GIILNPPS LIPPINGS LIPPING, liplike outgrowth of bone [n] 

GIILNPPS SLIPPING SLIP, to slide suddenly and accidentally [v] 
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GIILNPSS LISPINGS LISPING, act of lisping [n] 

GIILNPSS SPILINGS SPILING, piling (structure of building supports) [n] 

 

GIILNSTT SLITTING SLIT, to make slit (long, narrow cut) in [v] 

GIILNSTT STILTING STILT, to raise on stilts (long, slender poles) [v] 

 

GIIMNNTU MINUTING MINUTE, to make brief note of [v] 

GIIMNNTU MUTINING MUTINE, to mutiny (to revolt against constituted authority) [v] 

 

GIIMNOTV MOTIVING MOTIVE, to motivate (to provide with incentive) [v] 

GIIMNOTV VOMITING VOMIT, to eject contents of stomach through mouth [v] 

 

GIINNSTT STINTING STINT, to limit (to restrict (to keep within certain boundaries)) [v] 

GIINNSTT TINTINGS TINTING, process of one that tints [n] 

 

GIINOPST POSITING POSIT, to place (to set in particular position) [v] 

GIINOPST SOPITING SOPITE, to put to sleep [v] 

 

GIINORST IGNITORS IGNITOR, igniter (one that ignites (to set on fire)) [n] 

GIINORST RIOTINGS RIOTING, violent public disturbance [n] 

 

GIINPRST SPIRTING SPIRT, to spurt (to gush forth) [v] 

GIINPRST STRIPING stripes marked or painted on something [n -S] / STRIPE, to mark with stripes (long, distinct bands) [v] 

 

GIINPRSU SIRUPING SIRUP, to syrup (to sweeten with thick sweet liquid) [v] 

GIINPRSU UPRISING revolt [n -S] / UPRISE, to rise up [v] 

 

GIINPSTT PITTINGS PITTING, arrangement of cavities or depressions [n] 

GIINPSTT SPITTING SPIT, to impale on spit (pointed rod on which meat is turned) [v] 

 

GIINRSTW WRISTING WRIST, to sweep puck along ice before shooting it [v] 

GIINRSTW WRITINGS WRITING, written composition [n] 

 

GIINSSTU SUITINGS SUITING, fabric for making suits [n] 

GIINSSTU TISSUING TISSUE, to weave into tissue (fine sheer fabric) [v] 

 

GIINSTTW TWISTING form of trickery used in selling life insurance [n -S] / TWIST, to combine by winding together [v] 

GIINSTTW WITTINGS WITTING, knowledge [n] 

 

GIJLNSTU JUNGLIST performer of style of fast dance music [n -S] 

GIJLNSTU JUSTLING JUSTLE, to jostle (to bump or push roughly) [v] 

 

GIKLNNRU KNURLING KNURL, to make grooves or ridges in [v] 

GIKLNNRU RUNKLING RUNKLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 
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GILNNOOS GLONOINS GLONOIN, nitroglycerin [n] 

GILNNOOS SNOOLING SNOOL, to yield meekly [v] 

 

GILNOPPP PLOPPING PLOP, to drop or fall heavily [v] 

GILNOPPP POPPLING POPPLE, to move in bubbling or rippling manner [v] 

 

GILNOPSY POSINGLY in posing manner [adv] 

GILNOPSY SPONGILY in spongy (resembling sponge) manner [adv] 

 

GILNPPSU PULPINGS PULPING, process of reducing to pulp [n] 

GILNPPSU SUPPLING SUPPLE, to make supple [v] 

 

GILNPRSU PURLINGS PURLING, inversion of stitches in knitting [n] 

GILNPRSU SLURPING SLURP, to eat or drink noisily [v] 

 

GILNRSTU LUSTRING glossy silk fabric [n -S] / LUSTRE, to luster (to make or become lustrous) [v] 

GILNRSTU RUSTLING RUSTLE, to make succession of slight, soft sounds [v] 

 

GILOORVY GROOVILY GROOVY, marvelous [adv] 

GILOORVY VIROLOGY study of viruses [n -GIES] 

 

GIMNOSSU MOUSINGS MOUSING, wrapping around shank end of hook [n] 

GIMNOSSU MOUSSING MOUSSE, to style with mousse (foamy preparation used in styling hair) [v] 

 

GINNOOPS SNOOPING SNOOP, to pry about [v] 

GINNOOPS SPOONING SPOON, to take up with spoon (type of eating utensil) [v] 

 

GINNRSTU TURNINGS TURNING, rotation about axis [n] 

GINNRSTU UNSTRING to remove from string [v -RUNG, -ING, -S] 

 

GINNSTTU NUTTINGS NUTTING, act of gathering nuts [n] 

GINNSTTU STUNTING STUNT, to hinder normal growth of [v] 

 

GINOOPPS OPPOSING OPPOSE, to be in contention or conflict with [v] 

GINOOPPS POGONIPS POGONIP, dense fog of suspended ice particles [n] 

 

GINOOPSW SWOOPING SWOOP, to make sudden descent [v] 

GINOOPSW WOOPSING WOOPS, to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v] 

 

GINOPPST STOPPING STOP, to discontinue progress or motion of [v] 

GINOPPST TOPPINGS TOPPING, something that forms top [n] 

 

GINORSST RINGTOSS game in which object is to toss ring onto upright stick [n -ES] 

GINORSST SORTINGS SORTING, separating of items into groups [n] 
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GINORSTW STROWING STROW, to strew (to scatter about) [v] 

GINORSTW WORSTING WORST, to defeat (to win victory over) [v] 

 

GINORSTY STORYING STORY, to relate as story (account of event or series of events) [v] 

GINORSTY STROYING STROY, to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal) [v] 

 

GINORTTU TROUTING activity of fishing for trout [n -S] 

GINORTTU TUTORING TUTOR, to instruct privately [v] 

 

GINPRSUU PURSUING PURSUE, to follow in order to overtake or capture [v] 

GINPRSUU USURPING USURP, to seize and hold without legal authority [v] 

 

GLMNOOOY MONOLOGY act of uttering monolog [n -GIES] 

GLMNOOOY NOMOLOGY science of law [n -GIES] 

 

GLNORSTY STRONGLY STRONG, having great strength [adv] 

GLNORSTY STRONGYL parasitic worm [n -S] 

 

GLOOPTYY LOGOTYPY use of logotypes [n -PIES] 

GLOOPTYY TYPOLOGY study of classification according to common characteristics [n -GIES] 

 

HIILLMMO MILLIMHO unit of electrical conductance [n -S] 

HIILLMMO MILLIOHM unit of electrical resistance [n -S] 

 

HILNOSTY THIONYLS THIONYL, sulfinyl (bivalent radical) [n] 

HILNOSTY TONISHLY TONISH, stylish (fashionable) [adv] 

 

HIMORSTU HUMORIST humorous writer or entertainer [n -S] 

HIMORSTU THORIUMS THORIUM, metallic element [n] 

 

HMNOPSYY HYPONYMS HYPONYM, word that denotes subcategory [n] 

HMNOPSYY SYMPHONY orchestral composition [n -NIES] 

 

HOOOSTTU OUTSHOOT to shoot better than [v -HOT, -ING, -S] 

HOOOSTTU SHOOTOUT battle fought with handguns or rifles [n -S] 

 

HOOPSSTT HOTSPOTS HOTSPOT, area known for violence or unrest [n] 

HOOPSSTT POTSHOTS POTSHOT, to shoot randomly at [v] 

 

HPRSTTUU THRUPUTS THRUPUT, amount of raw material processed within given time [n] 

HPRSTTUU UPTHRUST to thrust up [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

IIMNNOSU MISUNION bad union [n -S] 

IIMNNOSU UNIONISM principle of forming union [n -S] 
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IIMNPRST IMPRINTS IMPRINT, to produce mark by pressure [v] 

IIMNPRST MISPRINT to print (to produce by pressed type on surface) incorrectly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

IJJSSTUU JUJITSUS JUJITSU, Japanese art of self-defense [n] 

IJJSSTUU JUJUISTS JUJUIST, follower of jujuism [n] 

 

IKLMOOSS LOOKISMS LOOKISM, discrimination based on physical appearance [n] 

IKLMOOSS LOOKSISM lookism (discrimination based on physical appearance) [n -S] 

 

ILNOOPSY SNOOPILY SNOOPY, given to snooping [adv] 

ILNOOPSY SPOONILY SPOONY, overly sentimental [adv] 

 

ILNOPSSU PULSIONS PULSION, propulsion [n] 

ILNOPSSU UPSILONS UPSILON, Greek letter [n] 

 

ILOOPSST POLOISTS POLOIST, polo player [n] 

ILOOPSST TOPSOILS TOPSOIL, to remove surface layer of soil from [v] 

 

IMNOORTY MONITORY letter of warning [n -RIES] 

IMNOORTY MORONITY moronism (condition of being moron) [n -TIES] 

 

IMOSSSTU MISSOUTS MISSOUT, losing throw of dice [n] 

IMOSSSTU SUMOISTS SUMOIST, sumo wrestler [n] 

 

INNOOPSS OPSONINS OPSONIN, antibody of blood serum [n] 

INNOOPSS SPONSION act of sponsoring (to make oneself responsible for) [n -S] 

 

INOPPSST PINSPOTS PINSPOT, to illuminate with tight spotlight [v] 

INOPPSST TOPSPINS TOPSPIN, forward spin imparted to ball [n] 

 

IOOPRSTY ISOTROPY state of being identical in all directions [n -PIES] 

IOOPRSTY POROSITY state of being porous (having minute openings) [n -TIES] 

 

KLOOOSTU LOOKOUTS LOOKOUT, one engaged in keeping watch [n] 

KLOOOSTU OUTLOOKS OUTLOOK, point of view [n] 

 

KOOPRSTW TOPWORKS TOPWORK, to graft scions of another variety of plant on main branches of [v] 

KOOPRSTW WORKTOPS WORKTOP, work surface especially in kitchen [n] 

 

KOORSTUW OUTWORKS OUTWORK, to work faster or better than [v] 

KOORSTUW WORKOUTS WORKOUT, period of physical exercise [n] 

 

LLOORSTU OUTROLLS OUTROLL, to roll out [v] 

LLOORSTU ROLLOUTS ROLLOUT, type of play in football [n] 
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LLOPSTUU OUTPULLS OUTPULL, to attract larger audience or following than [v] 

LLOPSTUU PULLOUTS PULLOUT, withdrawal [n] 

 

NNOOOPST PONTOONS PONTOON, to cross water using pontoons (flat-bottomed boats) [v] 

NNOOOPST SPONTOON spear-like weapon [n -S] 

 

NORSTTUU OUTTURNS OUTTURN, quantity produced [n] 

NORSTTUU TURNOUTS TURNOUT, assemblage of people [n] 


